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TLS use in geology field education 
Bruce Douglas (Indiana University), Chris Crosby (UNAVCO), Katherine Shervais (UNAVCO), Dave Phillips 
(UNAVCO), and Beth Pratt-Sitaula (UNAVCO). 

Summary 
Geodetic imaging technologies (laser scanning, structure from motion, terrestrial radar) have 
emerged as critical tools for a range of earth science research applications from hazard 
assessment to change detection to stratigraphic sequence analysis. Field courses offer an 
excellent opportunity for geoscience students to gain field geophysics research skills. With 
support from NSF, Indiana University Geologic Field Station and UNAVCO (www.unavco.org; 
a university-governed consortium that supports geodesy research and learning) have developed 
this module for a geoscience field camp in which students learn to conduct a terrestrial laser 
scanner (TLS) survey to address real field research questions. TLS is a ground-based remote 
sensing tool that generates 3-dimensional point clouds, with widespread research applications in 
geodesy, geomorphology, structural geology, and other sub-fields of geology. In the course of 
the module students move from learning the basics of equipment set up and survey design to 
being able to apply the TLS technique to geoscience field investigations and larger societally 
importance questions that can be addressed.  

Module Goals 
1. Students will be able to design and conduct a complex TLS survey to address a geologic 

research question.  
2. Students will be able to articulate the societal impetus for answering these research 

questions and identify why TLS is the appropriate method in some circumstances.  

Outline  
Unit 1: Introduction to TLS for a geology field course  

Field experience utilizing geodetic and geophysical tools provides a unique opportunity for 
upper-level undergraduates to learn research skills applicable to their future graduate research or 
career path. This unit introduces students to the technical aspects of TLS survey design and 
execution.  
Unit 2: TLS survey of a stratigraphic section  

TLS has many applications in sedimentology research, including lithological identification and 
analysis, sediment surface topography, and sequence stratigraphy. In this unit, students will 
design a survey of a geologic outcrop to conduct a sequence stratigraphy analysis. The goal is to 
calculate deposition duration and sedimentation rate based on thicknesses extracted from the 
data.  
Unit 3: TLS survey of a fault scarp  

Fault scarps are the topographic evidence of earthquakes large and shallow enough to break the 
ground surface, and are evidence of Quaternary fault activity. In this unit, students will design a 
survey of a fault scarp. The goal is to create a brief report summarizing the methods used and 
Quaternary history of displacements on the fault. 
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This unit also includes an additional optional exercise in data processing. Students will transform 
a point cloud into a DEM. Then students will be able to extract profiles of the scarp using 
ArcGIS and import these profiles into MATLAB to conduct hillslope diffusion analysis.  
Unit 4: TLS for geomorphic change  

One major application of TLS in geoscience research is quantifying change in geomorphological 
settings, such as a fluvial system, forest fire, landslide, or any other erosional features. This is 
done by finding the difference between georeferenced repeat data sets. Students will be able to 
clean up the data, remove vegetation, transform the point cloud to a DEM, and then compare that 
DEM to a previously collected dataset to quantify change.  
Unit 5: Summative assessment  

Unit 5 is a final exercise that will take a full field day. The exercise will evaluate students’ skills 
in survey design, survey execution, and simple data exploration and analysis. Unit 5 is the 
summative assessment for the module. As this is not designed to test any specific geologic 
context, we include a number of potential study topics and associated questions.  

Making the Module Work  
Teaching Notes and Tips 
Keeping students occupied 

One of the challenges of integrating TLS into a course with more than a few students is making 
sure that students stay engaged and mentally challenged even while they are waiting for their 
instrument time. While they wait for the scanner, there are a series of possible tasks that we give 
the others to do that help them better understand the components of survey design and parameter 
calculation AND keep them occupied and engaged. These include:  

• Completing the Scan Resolution Parameter Worksheet from their assignment packet for 
all scans, including those they did not run themselves 

• Compiling the equipment list in their TLS Field Manual (if not done as a part of a 
previous unit) 

• Traditional observations and measurements – strike/dip, rock type, sketch map of whole 
feature (not just the scan and target positions) 

• Observations that would inform TLS analysis later such as:  
o Presence of water (as the scanner cannot scan water) 
o Surface texture, color and condition (for intensity measurements) – for example, 

students can use the Riegl spec sheet on reflectance from their TLS Field Manual 
to sketch the outcrop with reflectance considered.  

• Students may start on portions of their final-write up for the day. 
Data exploration 

One limitation of this unit for field courses is the reliance on computers for interpretation and 
analysis. If using individual student laptops, the necessary programs (software for scanner, point 
cloud manipulation, and vector drawing) should be loaded prior to departure for camp, as 
internet connections may be slow to nonexistent and programs may not be able to be shared due 
to licensing issues.  
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Allow time in the schedule to transfer the field data to the lab or student computers – it is not 
uncommon to collect several gigabytes of data during a day of surveying so having external hard 
drives to pass the data around is essential.  
Additional tips 

• TLS requires a large amount of equipment. Choose small sites with relatively easy 
access. Anticipate the survey process moving slowly initially as students become familiar 
with instrumentation setup and the data collection workflow in the software.  

• Visit the site prior to taking students there to survey – to recon access, site size, features 
and vegetation that may obstruct or complicate the survey, and to obtain landowner 
permission (if required).  

• It is helpful to have several range finders (~$250 for one that does 1000 m – UNAVCO 
TLS kits include 1-2). That way more teams can be filling out Scan Resolution Parameter 
worksheets at the same time. 

Metacognition 

Metacognition (reflection) is built into all student exercises in this module. Metacognition, or 
“thinking about thinking” encourages students to examine what and how they learned, to help 
them monitor and then alter their learning techniques to ensure best learning practices. Each 
unit’s final write-up includes a reflection question for students to answer about their learning 
experience. In addition, ask students questions such as: what was rewarding about this exercise? 
What was challenging? How have your ideas about fieldwork changed because of your 
experience with TLS? What other applications would you suggest applying TLS to in future 
research you might do? 
For more information on metacognition, access this SERC page: 
http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/metacognition/introduction.html 
Societal Importance 

For each of the units students are also asked to articulate the societal importance of different 
types of TLS surveys. Research shows that students are more engaged in subject matter they see 
as being relevant and important. By tying what might appear to be dry geophysics methods to the 
underlying reasons we want to conduct such research, students see the relevance and importance 
of geoscience in everyday life. TLS surveys can be used to answer research question on such 
disparate topics as energy and paleoclimate studies (basin analysis) to earthquake hazard (fault 
scarps) and landslide hazards (hillslope change) and more. 

Adapting the Module to Non-field Courses 
This module may be adapted to non-field courses. All the same data analyses could be done with 
TLS data that have been collected by others. Check OpenTopography 
(http://www.opentopography.org/) or other lidar sharing websites for community-contributed 
TLS data sets. 

Adapting the Module to Using Structure from Motion  
All units in this module can also be completed using the Structure from Motion (SfM) method. 
SfM could be used as the only option or be used in conjunction with TLS data collection to keep 
students occupied when in the field. If you use both, students can compare and contrast the 
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benefits of the two methodologies in their write-ups and create a guide for when TLS vs. SfM is 
preferable.  

The main difference in using SfM and TLS is the allocation in time. SfM generally takes less 
field time but considerably more processing time. SfM models take hours or even days to be 
generated, depending on processing power and field area. Ideally, you could have students 
collect photographs in the morning and then process them during the day while doing other 
fieldwork or collecting TLS data. The other difference is the software. Once the model has been 
generated, you will need to georeference it and then export to a different program – such as 
CloudCompare – to actually explore the data.  


